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OFFICIAL ANONYMOUS (not to be confused with 'Anonymous Official' grifters) PRESS RELEASE 
SEPTEMBER 13, 2021 
NOTORIOUS "HACKERS ON ESTRADIOL" PRESENT GRAND REVEAL 
OF ROB "HITLER SHOULD'VE WON" MONSTER'S EPIK FAILURE 

You know, when you name a company "Epik", 
that implies something really big's going to happen. 
Deserving of the name. 
Well, after years of bolstering the worst trash the Internet has to offer, 
this is, truly, the Epik moment we've all been waiting for. 

Contained within this release, the following delicious morsels 
that will surely be digested for months to come: 

A decade's worth of data from the company. That's right, everybody. 

Time to find out who in your family secretly ran an Ivermectin horse porn fetish site, 
disinfo publishing outfit, or yet another QAnon hellhole. 

Want to know when a nation-state decided to offer hosting to some domestic terror groups, 
without those pesky DDoS mitigating reverse proxies getting in your way? 
Want to know the identity of the owner of a domain or large set of domains 
used in yet another influence/information operation? 
Decloak origin IPs of nazi websites for further investigation, poking, prodding! 
Map out a decade of online fash with a level of clarity nobody has been able to UNTIL NOW! 

WHAT YOU GET FOR THE LOW LOW PRICE OF $0.00 

* All domain purchases 
* All domain transfers in/out 
* All whois history, unredacted 
* All DNS changes 
* All email forwards, catch-alls, etc 
* Payment history (no credit card data, don't get excited, FBI, we're not in that game) 
* Account credentials for: 
  all Epik customers, hosting, Anonymize VPN, and so on 
  Epik internal systems, servers 
  Epik's GoDaddy logins 
  ...and more! IN PLAINTEXT! That's right, Epik barely hashed a damn thing! 
  When we saw hashes, they were merely unsalted MD5 
  Here's one such sample that made us upset for daring to use "anon": 
    Rob Monster anon@epik.com robmonster 109d88a0c4a49217c01a36913b034161 (cracked: willem) 
  Yep, these Russian developers they hired are actually just that bad. 
  They probably enjoyed snooping through all of your shit just as much as we did. 
* Over 500,000 private keys. What are they for? Who knows! 
* We think we spotted a bunch of Anonymize OpenVPN profiles in this, 
  but we were too disgusted with the above to continue digging. 
* A dump of an employee's mailbox, just because we could. 
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* Git repositories for whatever internal applications! 
* SSH keys! 
* /home/ and /root/ directories of one of their core systems! 

This dataset is all that's needed to trace actual ownership and management of the fascist side 
of the Internet that has eluded researchers, activists, and, well, just about everybody. 
And maybe have a little extra fun. For the lulz. 

Is it possible to own a company as hard as this? We sure love to see it. 
Good luck with the rebrand, Robby boy. Herd u liek mudkipz. 

Monero tips for the inevitable legal bills, for 
when the FBI kicks down OVER 9000 doors after this utterly 
embarrasses everyone and outs one or more of their 
poorly thought out stochastic terrorism plots 
(GOOD LUCK WE'RE BEHIND SEVEN PROXIES) 

49fTMEjqSZW5qKrJLwKjJZ2MHVYCbvsPo1ikwtxQTW66V3VTijgtJdFCukcKvvCnX7GYMqfgEVBGeQ4XJ1b6b45SQcfRCaq

Support your starving hacktivists, and they will bless you in turn. 

So long, for now! Support #OperationJane and mess with Texas today! 
Abortion is a human right! 

We are Anonymous 
We are Legion 
We do not Forgive 
We do not Forget 
 ___________ 
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 ----------- 
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         \  (oo)\_______ 
            (__)\       )\/\ 
                ||----w | 
                ||     || 

The Internet Hate Machine hates fascists. 
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